FEATURES:

- Standard banana plug
  Works with industry standard single wire banana jacks

- Relaxed Retraction coil cord
  Does not tug on operator when in use

- Standard working length coil cord
  Economical, yet functional for most applications

- Patented woven Silveron™ fabric infused with silver monofilament conductive fiber (covered under one or more of the following patents: 4,577,256, 4,639,825, 4,782,425, 4,813,459)

- Comfortable and hypo-allergenic

- Non-allergenic stainless steel base plate

ESD Handbook TR 20.20 paragraph 5.3.2.4.4 Test Frequency “Because wrist straps have a finite life, it is important to develop a test frequency that will guarantee integrity of the system. Typical test programs recommend that wrist straps that are used daily should be tested daily. However, if the products that are being produced are of such value that knowledge of a continuous, reliable ground is needed, and then continuous monitoring should be considered or even required”

Continuous Monitors pay for themselves improving quality, productivity, eliminating wrist strap daily testing and test result logging. Per ESD-S1.1 paragraph 6.1.3 Frequency of Functional Testing “Daily [Wrist Strap] testing may be omitted if constant monitoring is used.”

Specifications and procedures subject to change without notice